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Abstract
With a globally growing solar industry and ongoing climate change, impacts of
anthropogenic green house gas emissions on solar power production become an increasingly
important issue for planning and management of large solar power plants.
Objective of this thesis is to examine the development of solar power output for
photovoltaic (PV) and concentrating solar-thermal power (CSP) in coming decades. For this
purpose, changes in surface temperature, aerosol optical depth, cloud cover, all sky and
clear sky radiation between 2006 and 2049 will be studied globally and for selected regions.
Projected climate data was obtained from 39 coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation
models which are part of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) as
well as from the global circulation model ECHAM5-HAM. Results gained in this study are
valid for a Representative Concentration Pathway of 8.5 (RCP8.5), which assumes high
radiative forcing.
Statistically significant results show decreasing PV outputs in most parts of the world,
notable positive trends are observed in large parts of Europe and the South-East of China.
Trends between 2006 and 2049 are in the order of 0.1 %/year. CSP output shows positive
trends worldwide, with few exceptions such as polar regions and the North of India.
Compared to PV, CSP shows larger trends by a factor of 4.
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1. Background
1.1 Introduction
The Sun is the main energy source for our climate system. It drives the water cycle by
evaporation and melting, is vital for photosynthesis in plants and strongly influences wind
patterns due to induced pressure gradients. However, recently this renewable energy
resource has also become important for carbon-and nuclear-free power production. To meet
the energy demands of the entire world, an area of 300 x 300 km² in the Sahara covered by
solar collectors of Concentrating Solar-thermal Power (CSP) plants would be sufficient (link
1). This enormous potential makes solar radiation very attractive as a carbon- and nuclearfree energy source for human society. It is not by coincidence that the number of solar
power plants has increased dramatically in recent years. Solar power plants with a
generation capacity in the order of MW and GW exist and are planned worldwide.
The energy power output generated in those plants depends in first approximation on the
amount of incoming shortwave solar radiation as well as the ambient air temperature. This is
why climate change, which is widely accepted to be caused by past and ongoing
anthropogenic emissions of aerosols and greenhouse gases, will impact the productivity of
solar power plants and thus financial profits or losses. In order to make reliable projections
of crucial meteorological parameters, climate models are continuously developed, revised
and improved. By considering the most advanced models based on our current state of
knowledge, we hope to provide policy makers, planners and investors of solar energy with
beneficial information for planning and management of future power plants.
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1.2 Solar power relevant meteorological variables
If we want to understand changes in energy power output, we first have to understand
mechanisms and feedbacks of the regulating meteorological variables. Surface temperature,
being one of the important variables, is considered but not studied in detail in this thesis.
With regard to climate change, many publications focusing on the future development of
temperature are summarized in the Fourth Assessment Report by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC AR4), which is recommended for further information.
The second crucial variable is shortwave downward all sky radiation, or global radiation
(GR)1, which is the amount of solar radiation reaching the surface of the Earth during all
weather conditions including clouds in the atmosphere. It varies with latitude, season, time
of the day and the topography. To explain changes in GR on a timescale of decades, we
examine cloud cover and clear sky radiation (no clouds in the atmosphere). Genesis and
dissipation of clouds are complex processes and the cause of large uncertainties in current
climate models (Randall, 2007; Dufresne, 2008; Lohmann, 2010). Clear sky radiation is
mainly influenced by aerosols and radiatively active gases (mainly water vapour) in the
atmosphere (Haywood et al., 2011). Other factors, such as changes in the strength of the sun
caused by the 11-year solar cycle, are too small to be of considerable importance (Willson,
2003) or have no effect on clear sky radiation on a timescale of a few decades (e.g.
Milankovitch cycles).
For past decades, decadal variations of GR have been investigated intensely (e.g. Stanhill,
2001; Wild, 2009). It was found that GR declined between the 1950s and 1980 around the
globe (“global dimming”) and increased between the 1980s and 2000s, especially in
industrialized areas (“global brightening”). Willson and Mordvinov showed that these
variations cannot be explained by changes in luminosity of the sun because they are at least
an order of magnitude smaller (Willson, 2003).
More reasonable is the argument that increasing amounts of aerosols such as sulfur and
black carbon were responsible for the dimming phase. Aerosols reflect or absorb radiation
directly (“direct aerosol effect”) and lead to more and brighter clouds with longer lifetime,
which would also reflect more radiation (“indirect aerosol effect”) (Twomey, 1977;
Lohmann, 2005; Forster, 2007). Similarly, the brightening is thought to be caused by
decreased anthropogenic emissions due to air quality measures as well as economic crises
(Streets, 2009; Wild, 2009).
In summary, it is all sky radiation, clear sky radiation, surface temperature, aerosol optical
depth at 550 nm and cloud cover which will be examined in the following chapters in order
to determine the energy power output of PV and CSP. We expect the output to change in
coming decades due to rising temperatures, changing air pollution (e.g. due to more
regulations in china), and changes in the water cycle including cloud genesis and dissipation.

1

The terms "all sky radiation" and "global radiation" will be used interchangeably in this thesis.
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1.3 Leading Technologies for solar energy production
1.3.1 Photovoltaic (PV)
According to Jäger-Waldau, PV is one of the fastest growing markets worldwide (JägerWaldau, 2006). However, since PV output responds with a negative gradient to increasing
surface temperatures, this technology is found mostly outside of the sun belt2 where GR but
also temperatures are high.
In PV-cells, electrons can be excited from a ground state as soon as sufficiently energetic
photons hit the cell. This process creates free electrons, that is electricity. Whether the
energy of the photon is high enough depends on two criteria: the material of the cell and the
wavelength of the beam. Different materials respond at different wavelengths (e.g. Hirata,
1995; Hirata, 1998; Perez-Lopez, 2007; Sirisamphanwong, 2012). In this thesis, calculations
will be performed using standard values for monocrystalline silicon cells, which is currently
one of the leading designs on the mass-production market (Parida, 2011). In the following
chapters, the term "PV" always refers to monocrystalline silicon cells only.

1.3.2 Concentrating Solar-thermal Power (CSP)
In contrast to PV, CSP output responds with a positive gradient to increasing surface
temperatures and depends on direct radiation instead of GR. This makes CSP the ideal
technology in the sun belt, where cloudless conditions occur in combination with high solar
irradiance.
One advantage of CSP compared to PV is its storing potential. CSP technologies do not
convert sunlight directly into electricity, but collect solar energy by concentrating solar
radiation with mirrors onto receivers, thereby converting it into heat. This thermal energy
can either be stored in fluids such as oil or molten salt or be used directly to drive steam
turbines or heat engines in order to produce electricity (Kroposki, 2009).
Three main systems exist to collect solar energy (Kroposki, 2009; link 2):


In parabolic trough systems, long rows of parabolic
mirrors focus the energy onto oil running through
tubes. Thus, the oil is heated and may then be used
to create steam. Currently, the largest operating
parabolic trough power station is situated in the US,
producing 354 MW. Larger power stations with
capacities up to 500 MW are planned.
Figure 1: Parabolic trough system
(source: link 2)

2

The sun belt is the region between 20° and 40° on both hemispheres.
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Power tower systems consist of numerous suntracking mirrors (heliostats) that focus the energy
onto the top of a tower, where it is used to heat
water or molten nitrate salt. Currently, the largest
tower station is situated in Spain, producing 20
MW. Larger stations with capacities up to 2000
MW are announced in China.
Figure 2: Power tower system
(source: link 2)



Dish/Engine systems are large sun-tracking
parabolic reflectors that concentrate energy on
the reflector's focal point, where a receiver is
positioned. The fluid inside the receiver is
typically hydrogen or helium. The power output
of dish/engine systems is relatively small
(typically 3 to 25 kW), but they belong to the
most efficient CSP technologies.

Figure 3: Dish/Engine system
(source: link 2)

Further technologies such as solar updraft towers exist (Harte, 2012), but are not
constructed extensively. In this thesis, only the parabolic trough is considered representative
of all CSP systems, since it is the most common and established of all technologies. In the
following chapters, the term "CSP" always refers to parabolic troughs.
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2. Objectives
With a growing solar industry, the need for solid forecasts and predictions of energy output
relevant meteorological variables gains in importance. The planning and management of
solar power plants requires knowledge about the future development of surface
temperatures as well as of GR for PV and direct radiation for CSP respectively. In this
context, the aim of this study is to approach the following questions:






How do meteorological variables that are relevant for energy output of solar power
plants, namely surface temperatures and GR, develop according to global climate
models?
What are the driving factors for decadal changes in GR and how do they develop in
future according to global climate models?
How consistent are projections from different models? Are trends statistically
significant?
Will possible changes in the discussed variables have implications for the solar
industry in terms of performance of PV and CSP?

All objectives span the time period from 2006 to 2049 and will be discussed both from a
global and a regional perspective. Detailed information about models, data, selected regions
and time periods may be found in chapter 3.
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3. Data and Methods
3.1 Models and Data
3.1.1 ECHAM5-HAM
In order to familiarise with the size and structure of climate model outputs, the global
circulation model ECHAM5-HAM (Stier, 2005; Roeckner, 2006; Lohmann, 2007) was studied
first. ECHAM5 was developed at “Max-Planck-Institut für Meteorologie Hamburg” based on
a model from the “European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts” (ECMWF). The
choice of the ECHAM5-HAM model is motivated by the fact that it includes a detailed
microphysical description of aerosol composition, size distribution and interaction, which
makes it valuable for research questions addressing changes in GR.
Input data contained anthropogenic aerosol emissions and stratospheric optical depths due
to explosive volcano eruptions, all from NIES (National Institute of Environmental Sciences,
Japan). Major global aerosol compounds such as sulphate, black carbon, particulate organic
matter, sea salt and mineral dust are incorporated in the model (Stier, 2005). Model based
ensembles obtained from a coupled run of the HADCM3 model (Murphy, 2007) were used
for prescription of sea surface temperature and sea ice data. Solar irradiation data follows
observation-based data by Solanki and Kriova (Solanki, 2003). Data for green house gases
was obtained from IPCC emissions scenario SRES A1B. This scenario assumes a future world
of very rapid economic growth, population growth until the mid-century and decline
thereafter, and the introduction of new and more efficient technologies with a balanced use
of renewable and fossil fuel power generation.
Datasets of three simulations of ECHAM5-HAM were provided; T106L31, which corresponds
to regular grids with resolutions of roughly 1.125° and 31 vertical layers; T63L31, which
translates to around 1.875° and 31 vertical layers; and T42L19, corresponding to around 2.8°
and 19 vertical layers. All other aspects of the model setup are identical in all simulations,
including the model top at 10 hPa.
Model output of ECHAM5-HAM was provided by the Institute for Atmospheric and Climate
Science of ETH Zurich. It comprised global monthly fields of shortwave downward all sky
radiation (swdallsky), shortwave downward clear sky radiation (swdclsky), cloud cover
fraction (aclcov) and aerosol optical depth at 550 nm (TAU_2D) from 1950 to 2049. Since this
thesis focuses on multi decadal trends, annual means were calculated at the expense of
seasonal and annual cycles. In chapter 1.2 it was argued that radiatively active gases,
especially water vapour, influence clear sky radiation in addition to aerosols. Though data
about the water content in the atmosphere was not used in this study, it will be
demonstrated that global patterns in clear sky radiation may mostly be explained by aerosol
distribution alone (see chapter 4.1). Power outputs of PV and CSP were not calculated for
this model.
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3.1.2 CMIP5
To project the development of shortwave radiation and surface temperature for future
decades, the currently most sophisticated models were studied. They are part of the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP), which provides a framework for
investigating and comparing the output of coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation
models (AOGCMs). Results from CMIP Phase 5 (CMIP5) will be part of the upcoming
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Assessment Report 5, IPCC AR5 (Taylor, 2012).
As model input, pathways for radiative forcing obtained from socio-economic scenarios are
used for calculation of possible changes in climate (Moss, 2010; van Vuuren, 2011). Four so
called Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) exist: RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6 and
RCP8.5. They represent possible greenhouse gas concentration trajectories developed by
four modelling teams/models. An overview of main characteristics of each RCP as described
by van Vuuren et al. (van Vuuren, 2011) is presented in Table 1. For this thesis, only
experiments initialised with RCP8.5 were considered. RCP8.5 shows the highest forcing of all
RCPs and corresponds to a radiative forcing of roughly 8.5 W/m 2 by 2100 relative to the preindustrial period. It was chosen on account of statistical considerations (highest signal-tonoise ratio).

Table 1: Main characteristics of each RCP (columns two to five) as presented by van Vuuren et al. (van Vuuren, 2011)

Data of CMIP5 model outputs was available at the Institute for Atmospheric and Climate
Science of ETH Zurich. An overview of 39 considered models as well as their spatial
resolution may be found in Table 2. Only one ensemble run was considered in case multiple
ensembles were available. Data comprised global monthly fields of surface downward
shortwave radiation (rsds), surface downward clear sky shortwave radiation (rsdscs), near
surface air temperature (tas) and total cloud fraction (clt) from 2006 to 2049. Aerosol optical
depth was not available within the frame of this work. All results presented in this thesis are
based on annual means.
Global maps were created by remapping data to a resolution of 480 x 240 grid points. Note
that within the frame of this work, data of clear sky radiation was not available for the
following models: CMCC-CESM, CMCC-CM, CMCC-CMS and EC-EARTH. Accordingly, CSP
output changes could not be calculated for these models.
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Modelling
Centre

Institution

CSIRO-BOM CSIRO (Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation,
Australia), and BOM (Bureau of
Meteorology, Australia)

Model

Longitude Latitude

ACCESS1.0

192

145

ACCESS1.3

192

145

GCESS

College of Global Change and Earth
System Science, Beijing Normal
University

BNU-ESM

128

64

NCAR

National Center for Atmospheric
Research

CCSM4

288

192

NSF-DOENCAR

National Science Foundation,
Department of Energy, National Center
for Atmospheric Research

CESM1-BGC

288

192

CESM1-CAM5

288

192

CESM1-WACCM

144

96

CMCC-CESM

96

48

CMCC-CMS

192

96

CMCC-CM

480

240

CMCC

Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I
Cambiamenti Climatici

CNRMCERFACS

Centre National de Recherches
Meteorologiques / Centre Europeen de
Recherche et Formation Avancees en
Calcul Scientifique

CNRM-CM5

256

128

CSIROQCCCE

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation in collaboration
with the Queensland Climate Change
Centre of Excellence

CSIRO-Mk3.6.0

192

96

CCCma

Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling
and Analysis

CanESM2

128

64

EC-EARTH

EC-EARTH consortium

EC-EARTH

320

160

LASG-CESS

LASG, Institute of Atmospheric Physics,
Chinese Academy of Sciences; and CESS,
Tsinghua University

FGOALS-g2

128

60

LASG-IAP

LASG, Institute of Atmospheric Physics,
Chinese Academy of Sciences

FGOALS-s2

128

108

FIO

The First Institute of Oceanography,
SOA, China

FIO-ESM

128

64

144

90

GFDL-ESM2G

144

90

GFDL-ESM2M

144

90

NOAA GFDL Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory GFDL-CM3
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NASA GISS

NASA Goddard Institute for Space
Studies

NIMR/KMA National Institute of Meteorological

GISS-E2-H

144

90

GISS-E2-R

144

90

HadGEM2-AO

192

145

Research/Korea Meteorological
Administration

MOHC
(additional
realisations
by INPE)

Met Office Hadley Centre (additional
HadGEM2-ES realizations contributed
by Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas
Espaciais)

HadGEM2-CC

192

145

HadGEM2-ES

192

145

IPSL

Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace

IPSL-CM5A-LR

96

96

IPSL-CM5A-MR

144

143

IPSL-CM5B-LR

96

96

MIROC

Atmosphere and Ocean Research
Institute (The University of Tokyo),
National Institute for Environmental
Studies, and Japan Agency for MarineEarth Science and Technology

MIROC5

256

128

MIROC

Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science
and Technology, Atmosphere and
Ocean Research Institute (The
University of Tokyo), and National
Institute for Environmental Studies

MIROC-ESM-CHEM

128

64

MIROC-ESM

128

64

Max Planck Institute for Meteorology
(MPI-M)

MPI-ESM-LR

192

96

MPI-ESM-MR

192

96

MRI

Meteorological Research Institute

MRI-CGCM3

320

160

NCC

Norwegian Climate Centre

NorESM1-ME

144

96

NorESM1-M

144

96

Beijing Climate Center, China
Meteorological Administration

BCC-CSM1.1(m)

320

160

BCC-CSM1.1

128

64

Institute for Numerical Mathematics

INM-CM4

180

120

MPI-M

BCC

INM

Table 2: Overview of CMIP5-models for which RCP8.5 was available (third column), their parent modelling centre (first
column) and institution (second column) as well as their longitudinal/latitudinal grid resolution (number of grid points,
second/third column). (source: link 3)
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3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Focal regions
Data was studied both on a global and a regional scale. Regions were selected based on the
capacity of the largest operating and planned PV and CSP solar power plants worldwide.
They are presented in Figure 4 and Table 3. Dimensions of the rectangular boxes were
chosen arbitrarily, but such that the high-capacity power plants in the respective region
were covered. A list of those power plants is presented in Table 4, including their capacity
and current construction status. In each region, values were calculated by taking the area
weighted mean of all grid points inside of the box boundaries.

Figure 4: World map including all focal regions, displayed as red squares.

Region name
Algeria
Australia
California
China
Germany
India
South Africa
Spain

Boundaries [degrees]
West
East
0
10
140
150
-122
-116
90
100
0
15
70
80
10
20
-8
0

South
30
-30
32
30
47
20
-35
37

North
40
-20
40
40
52
30
-20
42

Table 3: Regions with some of the largest solar power plants in the world and their boundary coordinates.
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Region
Algeria
Australia
California

China

Germany

India

South-Africa

Spain

Name
ISCC Hassi R'mel
(part of Desertec)
Kogan Creek Solar
Boost
Topaz solar farm

Capacity [MW]
25

Type
CSP

Construction Status
Operational

Source
link 4

44

CSP

Under construction

link 5

550

PV

Under construction

link 6

SEGS I-VII

354

CSP

operational

link 7

Ivanpah Solar
Power Facility
Supcon Solar
Project
Golmud Solar
Park
Jülich Solar Tower

370

CSP

Under construction

link 8

50

CSP

Under construction

link 9

200

PV

Operational

link 10

1.5

CSP

Operational

link 11

Finsterwalde

83

PV

Operational

link 12

Strasskirchen

53

PV

Operational

link 13

Waldpolenz

40

PV

Operational

link 14

Cargo Solar
Power
Godawari Solar
Project
Charanka Solar
Park
Soitec
Touwsrivier
KaXu Solar One

25

CSP

Under construction

link 15

50

CSP

Under construction

link 16

500

PV

link 17

50

PV

Under construction,
partly operational
planning

100

CSP

Planning

link 19

Solnova I,III,IV

150

CSP

Operational

link 20

Andasol I-III

150

CSP

Operational

link 21

Olmedilla
Photovoltaic Park

60

PV

Operational

link 22

link 18

Table 4: Chosen regions (first column) with their most prominent solar power plants (second column), including
information about capacity (third column), power plant type (fourth column) and construction status (fifth column).
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3.2.2 Time periods
For trend analysis, the time periods from 2000 to 2049 (for ECHAM5-HAM) and 2006 to 2049
(for CMIP5) were considered. Starting dates were chosen close to the present. In case of
CMIP5 model outputs, 2006 was selected for reasons of simplicity, since this year marks the
starting point of most datasets. The end of the period was set to the last available year in
case of ECHAM5-HAM, which was 2049. Since the typical life time for solar power plants lies
around 20 to 30 years (Harte, 2012), this time frame was also transferred to CMIP5 model
data.

3.2.3 Energy power output calculations
Calculations for energy power output follow closely the publication by Crook et al. (Crook,
2011), though annual means are used in this thesis instead of monthly means. The equations
only depend on characteristics of the materials, insolation and ambient air temperature, that
is surface temperature. For PV technology, the efficiency of the cell
is given by

where
is the reference efficiency and
is the all sky radiation. The coefficients and
are determined by the cell material and structure. In this study, values of
and
will be used, which is typical for monocrystalline silicon cells.
and
are the cell and the reference temperatures. According to several studies (Kou, 1998;
Lasiner, 1990), cell temperature may be expressed as

where T is the ambient air temperature in °C. Coefficients , and depend also on the
cell properties. For monocrystalline silicon cells, values are
,
and
according to a publication by Lasiner and Ang (Lasiner, 1990).
For CSP technology, direct radiation
is needed for calculation of the thermal efficiency
. Since direct radiation is not available from models, a method used by Crook et al. [5]
was adopted. They found an empirical relationship between the direct radiation, clear sky
radiation
and fractional cloud cover , using annual global means from the EdwardsSlingo radiative transfer model (Edwards, 1996):

The factor 0.75 is caused by scattering of radiation due to molecules and aerosols in the
atmosphere.
Thus the thermal efficiency of CSP technology

can be calculated as
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where and are collector specific coefficients, is the temperature of the fluid and is
the ambient air or surface temperature. In this study, coefficients for an Industrial Solar
Technology parabolic trough collector tested at Sandia National Laboratories were used
(Duffie, 1991; Dudley, 1995):
,
,
.
The final energy power output of PV and CSP is
and
To eliminate
examined.

out of the equations, the fractional change in power output

is

For calculations of CSP power output (
), two problems were encountered. Firstly, small
changes in small absolute values resulted in large fractional changes. For reasons of clarity,
only fractional changes up to +-1 %/year were considered. Higher values were treated as
NaN (not a number). Secondly, negative values of absolute CSP output were reached for very
low surface temperatures in high latitudes. They were treated as NaN as well.
Since annual mean values are used for all calculations, non-linear effects due to daily or
seasonal cycles are neglected. More accurate projections could be made by using hourly
data, which is not available for CMIP5 models. However, annual data is a valid approach as a
first approximation (also see chapter 5.1).
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4. Results
4.1 Projections of ECHAM5-HAM
4.1.1 Global perspective of radiation, cloud cover and aerosol optical depth
In this chapter, annual mean trends from 2000 to 2049 of the model ECHAM5-HAM are
examined from a global perspective. The objective was to study the development of all sky
radiation, which is one of two crucial meteorological variables determining energy power
output (see chapters 1.2 and 3.2.3), and the driving factors for decadal changes in all sky
radiation. Energy power outputs were not calculated for this model.
The following four variables are presented:
swdallsky: shortwave downward all sky radiation [W/m2]
swdclsky: shortwave downward clear sky radiation [W/m2]
aclcov: cloud cover fraction [dimensionless]
TAU_2D: aerosol optical depth at 550 nm [dimensionless]
The underlying dataset has a horizontal resolution of approximately 1.125° and consists of
31 vertical layers (T106L31). For a detailed description of the model and data see chapter
3.1.1. Units of the trends are per year.
Figure 5 shows global maps of the trends, that is the change per year, from 2000 to 2049 for
all discussed variables. For clear sky radiation, the map shows negative trends in most parts
of the world, with the exceptions of eastern Europe (0.1 W/m 2/year) and the South-East of
China (up to 0.4 W/m2/year). Negative trends tend to be in the order of -0.1 W/m2/year,
they exceed values of -0.4 W/m2/year only in North-Africa, South-Africa, Saudi-Arabia and
northern India. As discussed in chapter 1.2, clear sky radiation is primarily influenced by
aerosols and radiatively active gases (mainly water vapour). The water content in the
atmosphere is not examined here, but values of aerosol optical depth coincide with the
global pattern of clear sky radiation, being most positive in South-Africa (0.02 per year) and
most negative in the South-East of China (around -0.02, with a peak value of -0.05 per year).
High values of aerosol optical depth signify rising aerosol concentrations in the atmosphere
and therefore increased scattering and absorption of solar radiation (direct aerosol effect),
and vice versa (Lohmann, 2005; Forster, 2007). Over land, high aerosol concentrations are
mostly the consequence of increasing anthropogenic emissions. In the case of China,
emissions are projected to decrease due to more rigorous regulations.
Compared to clear sky radiation, the trends of all sky radiation vary far more between
regions. Most positive trends are found in the western North Pacific as well as in the SouthEast of China, and reach values up to 0.4 W/m2/year. The strongest negative trends (-0.4 to
-0.7 W/m2/year) are observed in the East Pacific at the equator, in Saudi-Arabia and
northern India. Roughly speaking, trends tend to be positive in the subtropics (including the
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US and Europe) and negative near the equator up to 30° N (including North-Africa, SaudiArabia and India). Deviations to clear sky radiation are caused by clouds. In general, the
pattern of cloud cover trends follows the map of all sky trends but with opposite sign. Cloud
cover shows most negative trends in the western North Pacific (down to -0.0025 per year)
and most positive trends in the East Pacific at the equator (up to 0.0025 per year).
In summary, we can explain trends in all sky radiation by observing cloud cover and aerosol
optical depth, the latter causing changes in clear sky radiation.

2

2

Figure 5: World maps of the slopes of the trends from 2000 to 2049 for swdallsky [W/m /year], swdclsky [W/m /year],
aclcov [per year] and TAU_2D [per year].

As seen in the this chapter, regional trends may differ strongly from each other, depending
on the latitudinal location of the region, proximity to oceans, the climate, population density
and therefore air pollution, etc. While global maps permit to study trends worldwide,
focussing on regions allows to describe the temporal evolution of the observed variables.
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4.1.2 Regional perspective of radiation, cloud cover and aerosol optical depth
Figure 6 presents time series from 1950 to 2049 (annual means) of all variables introduced in
the previous section for eight selected regions in which large solar power plants are planned
or already operating. See chapter 3.2.1 for a detailed overview of all focal regions. The same
data as in chapter 4.1.1 was used, values are area weighted means. Note that different plots
have different ranges for the y-axis. Red lines represent the linear trends between the years
2000 and 2049. Slopes and adjusted R2 values of the trends are listed in Table 5 and 6.
As observed before from a global perspective, most focal regions show negative trends
between 2000 and 2049 in clear sky radiation. The strongest negative clear sky trends of all
studied areas occur in India (-0.35 W/m2/year) and South-Africa (-0.19 W/m2/year), whereas
only one positive trend is found in the case of Germany (0.04 W/m2/year).
Consistently with this distribution of clear sky trends, aerosol optical depth trends are most
negative in India (0.003 per year) and South-Africa (0.0025 per year). A strong negative trend
is not only found in Germany (-0.0018 per year), as could be expected from clear sky
radiation trends, but also in Spain (-0.0012 per year), which showed a clear sky trend of only
-0.04 W/ m2/year. It was mentioned before that water vapour content, which is known to
influence clear sky radiation next to aerosols (Haywood, 2011), is not examined in this work.
In a Mediterranean region such as Spain, water vapour might be responsible for changes
observed in clear sky radiation. Our data would suggest an increase of water vapour content
in the atmosphere over Spain, thereby overcompensating the declining aerosol trend and
leading to a negative clear sky trend. This hypothesis has not been tested in this thesis.
Concerning the sign of the trends, all sky radiation is congruent with clear sky radiation in
most regions. Similar to clear sky radiation, the most negative all sky trend is noted for India
(-0.32 W/m2/year). Two exceptions are observed for California and Spain, where negative
clear sky trends (-0.02 and -0.04 W/m2/year respectively) but positive all sky trends (0.09
and 0.05 W/m2/year) are found. It was discussed before that all sky radiation does not only
depend on clear sky radiation, but also on cloud cover (see chapter 1.2). Figure 6 shows that
cloud cover trends are negative for California and Spain (around -0.001 per year in both
regions), whereas they are closer to zero by one magnitude in all other focal regions.
Negative trends in cloud cover imply less clouds in future decades, and therefore more all
sky radiation, which is consistent with observations made for this figure.
Observations made so far are mostly consistent with the global distribution of trends
discussed for Figure 5. In addition to trends for future decades, Figure 6 also shows time
series starting in 1950. It is noticed that periods of global dimming and brightening (see
chapter 1.2) are not equally distinct for different regions. The effect is strongest in Germany,
where all sky radiation decreases between 1950 and around 1980 (dimming period) and
afterwards strongly increases during a short period of around 20 years (brightening period).
Similar observations are made for clear sky radiation, where the effect of clouds is
eliminated. This suggests that aerosols or radiatively active gases are responsible for
dimming and brightening in Germany, which is reinforced by the observation that cloud
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cover values are approximately constant during these periods, apart from natural variability.
Trend analysis was not performed for these periods, but values of aerosol optical depth tend
to increase until they peak around 1980 and decrease afterwards. In other regions, dimming
and brightening is not as distinct as in Germany.

2

2

Figure 6: Time series from 1950 to 2049 (annual means) of swdallsky [W/m ], swdclsky [W/m ], aclcov and TAU_2D for
2
all focal regions. Red lines represent linear trends between 2000 and 2049. Slopes and adjusted R values of the trends
are listed in Table 5 and 6. Note that different plots have different ranges for the y-axis.
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In order to examine to what extent regional trends change if the resolution of the model is
altered, Figure 7 compares three spectral resolutions. Blue lines in show the same data as
Figure 6, with a spectral resolution of around 1.125° (T106L31). Red lines represent a model
run with lower horizontal resolution around 1.875° (T63L31), green lines represent the
model run with the lowest horizontal resolution of about 2.8° (T42L19). As before, annual
mean values of swdallsky, swdclsky, aclcov and TAU_2D are presented from 1950 to 2049 for
all focal regions. Slopes and adjusted R2 values of the linear trends between the years 2000
and 2049 are listed in Table 5 and 6.
Visual judgement of the time series shows that values differ in the order of a few percent for
different resolutions in general. In some regions however, varying resolutions may cause
values to differ up to around 20% for all sky radiation, 5% for clear sky radiation, 40% for
cloud cover and 40% for aerosol optical depth. In some time series, an offset of one of the
resolutions is observed compared with the other resolutions. This is the case for clear sky
radiation in Germany for example, where the values of the lowest resolution are lower by
around 5 W/m2 compared with higher resolutions, or for all sky radiation in China, where
values differ by up to 40 W/m2. Similar discrepancies between all resolutions are observed
for the slopes of annual mean trends between 2000 and 2049, as presented in Table 5.
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T42L19
T63L31
T106L31

2

2

Figure 7: Time series from 1950 to 2049 (annual means) of swdallsky [W/m ], swdclsky [W/m ], aclcov and TAU_2D for
all focal regions. Colours imply different spectral resolutions of the model: green = T42L19, red = T63L31, blue = T106L31.
Note that different plots have different ranges for the y-axis.
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Region
Algeria

Australia

California

China

Germany

India

S.-Africa

Spain

Run
T42L19
T63L31
T106L31
T42L19
T63L31
T106L31
T42L19
T63L31
T106L31
T42L19
T63L31
T106L31
T42L19
T63L31
T106L31
T42L19
T63L31
T106L31
T42L19
T63L31
T106L31
T42L19
T63L31
T106L31

swdallsky
-0.1149
-0.1230
-0.0765
-0.0919
-0.1101
-0.1198
-0.0540
-0.0013
0.0864
-0.0594
-0.0547
-0.0729
0.1416
0.2109
0.0468
-0.3816
-0.4216
-0.3227
-0.1522
-0.1443
-0.1707
-0.0431
0.0912
0.0459

swdclsky
-0.1291
-0.1309
-0.1115
-0.0539
-0.0675
-0.0721
-0.0574
-0.0431
-0.0246
-0.1318
-0.0801
-0.0675
0.0246
0.0421
0.0376
-0.3765
-0.4148
-0.3542
-0.1462
-0.1663
-0.1912
-0.0721
-0.0590
-0.0424

aclcov
0.0003
-0.0001
-0.0002
0.0004
0.0001
0.0002
-0.0001
-0.0004
-0.0010
-0.0006
-0.0007
-0.0002
-0.0005
-0.0010
-0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0002
0.0003
-0.0002
0.0001
-0.0001
-0.0010
-0.0010

TAU_2D
0.0009
0.0008
-0.0005
0.0001
0.0003
0.0001
-0.0005
-0.0008
-0.0004
0.0001
0.0001
-0.0002
-0.0033
-0.0030
-0.0018
0.0020
0.0037
0.0031
0.0020
0.0033
0.0025
-0.0004
-0.0004
-0.0012

Table 5: Slopes of annual mean trends between 2000 and 2049 as introduced in Figure 6. Presented are trends of
2
2
swdallsky [W/m /year] (third column), swdclsky [W/m /year] (fourth column), aclcov [per year] (fifth column) and
TAU_2D [per year] (sixth column) for three spectral resolutions (second column) for each focal regions (first column).

Region
Algeria

Australia

California

China

Germany

India

S.-Africa

Spain

Run
T42L19
T63L31
T106L31
T42L19
T63L31
T106L31
T42L19
T63L31
T106L31
T42L19
T63L31
T106L31
T42L19
T63L31
T106L31
T42L19
T63L31
T106L31
T42L19
T63L31
T106L31
T42L19
T63L31
T106L31
2

swdallsky
0.0832
0.0935
0.0599
0.0301
0.0560
0.0530
-0.0020
-0.0208
0.0388
0.0072
0.0205
0.0938
0.0539
0.1560
-0.0007
0.5238
0.4703
0.3284
0.3177
0.3360
0.3418
-0.0090
0.0294
-0.0037

swdclsky
0.6014
0.5019
0.4424
0.3141
0.4551
0.5117
0.3486
0.2393
0.0904
0.5342
0.5496
0.7035
0.1133
0.2884
0.2113
0.8548
0.8636
0.8102
0.6867
0.8024
0.7588
0.4403
0.2926
0.1207

aclcov
-0.0137
-0.0188
-0.0120
-0.0046
-0.0188
-0.0132
-0.0202
-0.0044
0.1101
0.0371
0.0868
-0.0070
0.0138
0.1532
-0.0195
-0.0179
-0.0197
-0.0163
-0.0087
-0.0119
-0.0200
-0.0186
0.0849
0.1004

TAU_2D
0.0342
0.0231
-0.0140
-0.0200
0.0466
-0.0106
0.1355
0.2191
0.0399
-0.0189
-0.0097
-0.0067
0.3345
0.3417
0.0947
0.1088
0.1800
0.1093
0.3445
0.4214
0.3377
-0.0089
0.0028
0.0438

Table 6: Adjusted R values of the trends presented in Table 5. Presented are values for swdallsky (third column),
swdclsky (fourth column), aclcov (fifth column) and TAU_2D (sixth column) for three spectral resolutions (second
column) for each focal regions (first column).
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4.2 Projections of CMIP5 models
4.2.1 Introductory remarks
As discussed in chapter 1.2, we first have to understand mechanisms and feedbacks of the
regulating meteorological variables if we want to understand changes in energy power
output. This aspect was examined in detail for the model ECHAM5-HAM previously (see
chapter 4.1) and will be pursued in this chapter for projections of CMIP5 models as
described in chapter 3.1.2. In contrast to the analysis of ECHAM5-HAM, fractional changes of
energy power output of PV and CSP will be calculated. Consequently, near-surface
temperatures will be discussed briefly, since they contribute to solar power generation in
addition to all sky radiation (for PV) and direct radiation (for CSP) respectively (see chapter
3.2.3 for formulas). Aerosol optical depth was not available within the frame of this work.

4.2.2 Global perspective of radiation, temperature and cloud cover
Figure 8 shows the trends of all discussed variables between 2006 and 2049 from a global
perspective. The variables are declared as follows, units of the trends are per year:
rsds: surface downward shortwave radiation [W/m2]
rsdscs: surface downward clear sky shortwave radiation [W/m2]
tas: near surface air temperature [K]
clt: total cloud fraction [%]
To show the spread of model outcomes, the strongest negative or the smallest positive
trends respectively (declared as "smallest trends" in the first row) as well as the strongest
positive or the smallest negative trends (declared as "largest trends" in the third row) are
presented in addition to the median trends (second row). They were found by taking the
most extreme values as well as the median value of all considered models at every grid
point. This means that for each grid point, the whole spread of all model forecasts is
observable. However, each map does not necessarily originate from one common model,
but they are rather a composition of different models. White areas imply non-significant
trends, based on a t-test with a significance level of 0.05. Note that the range of all colour
bars was restricted for reasons of clarity.
For surface temperature, we find that median trends show a distinct warming in northern
latitudes, up to around 0.05 K/year over continents and approximately 0.02 K/year over
oceans. This difference is caused by the great heat capacity of water and the large depth and
constant mixing of oceans, which impedes warming compared to land. This pattern is
intensified for the largest trends, where values exceed 0.1 K/year in large parts north of 50°N
and reach around 0.07 K/year over land and 0.04 K/year over oceans. Models projecting the
least warming show trends around zero in large parts of the world and a cooling in the
North-Atlantic and close to Antarctica down to more than -0.1 K/year. In summary, we
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expect warming of around 0.05 K/year in all regions that are relevant for solar power
production. Neglecting changes in all sky radiation, this would result in decreasing power
output for PV (due to its negative dependency on temperature) and increasing output for
CSP (positive dependency) worldwide.
Clear sky radiation changes quite uniformly over the entire map, median trends are slightly
negative close to zero, smallest and largest projected trends are around -0.1 W/m2/year and
0.05 W/m2/year respectively. Positive median trends are projected for two regions, namely
East- and Central-Europe and the South-East of China. This observation is consistent with
results of ECHAM5-HAM (see chapter 4.1) and is likely the result of declining aerosol
concentrations.
Median trends for all sky radiation still show the pattern described for clear sky radiation, in
addition to the effect of cloud cover. Cloud cover tends to decrease strongest in the
subtropics, between 20 to 40 degrees of latitude in both hemispheres (around -0.05 %/year).
Included regions are the South-East of North-America, wide parts of Europe and China, the
North of South-America, South-Africa, and Australia. In these regions, all sky radiation
increases by about 0.03 W/m2/year. Maximum values are observed in the South-East of
China, reaching 0.4 W/m2/year for the median trends. In this region, positive clear sky trends
coincide with negative cloud cover trends. Minimum values of all sky radiation are found in
high latitudes mainly, where extreme models predict trends of down to more than -0.5
W/m2/year. This is in agreement with cloud cover trends, which are increasing by about 0.05
%/year according to median values.
Regarding significance of the trends, all sky radiation and total cloud fraction are the
variables with the largest uncertainties. For clear sky radiation, trends are significant in
general, and only regions in the transition zone from positive to negative trends show nonsignificant trends. Surface temperature trends are significant worldwide.
Similar patterns are observed in Figure 9, which shows how many models predict positive or
negative trends at a grid point. A value of 1 signifies that 100% of the models show a positive
trend, 0 signifies that 100% of the models show a negative trend. In contrast to Figure 8,
Figure 9 does not show the strength of the trends. Comparing Figure 9 with Figure 8, models
are consistent (concerning the sign of the trend) in regions where the median trends are
most positive or negative respectively.
It is noticeable that, while model predictions of all sky radiation are consistent in the SouthEast of North-America and the Mediterranean Sea, they do not agree in those regions for
clear sky radiation. This characteristic may very well be explained by consistently predicted
cloud cover changes in those regions; as most models predict negative trends for cloud
cover, all sky radiation responds to this change and increases accordingly. Due to this
feedback we would expect two congruent maps for all sky radiation and cloud cover. This is
the case for large parts of the world, while it is not true for regions such as North-Africa and
Northern India. However, the second contribution to all sky radiation next to cloud cover is
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clear sky radiation. Looking at the clear sky radiation trends in Figure 8, we find that they are
more negative in the relevant regions, resulting in more negative trends in all sky radiation
and thus interfering with the pattern seen in cloud cover.
Summing up, rising surface temperatures are predicted consistently worldwide. Possible
consequences for solar power outputs due to all sky radiation changes are more challenging
to estimate, since projections are less consistent and regional differences are larger. The
following section will emphasise these regional differences and focus on selected regions to
describe the temporal evolution of the observed variables.
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Figure 8: World maps of trends between 2006 and 2049 of surface downward shortwave radiation (rsds, first column) in
2
2
[W/m /year], surface downward clear sky shortwave radiation (rsdscs, second column) in [W/m /year], near surface air
temperature (tas, third column) in [K/year] and total cloud fraction (clt, fourth column) in [%/year]. Plotted are the most
extreme trends (first and third row) as well as the median value (second row) of all considered models at every grid
point. White areas indicate non-significant trends, based on a t-test with a significance level of 0.05. Note that the range
of all colour bars was restricted for reasons of clarity.

Figure 9: Consistency of model projections regarding the sign of the trends between 2006 and 2049 surface downward
shortwave radiation (rsds), surface downward clear sky shortwave radiation (rsdscs), near surface air temperature (tas)
and total cloud fraction (clt). A value of 1 signifies that 100% of the models show a positive trend, 0 signifies that 100% of
the models show a negative trend.
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4.2.3 Regional perspective of radiation, temperature and cloud cover
Figure 10 presents time series from 2006 to 2049 (annual mean) for all focal regions
introduced in chapter 3.2.1, as well as global mean values. Plotted are deviations from the
first decadal mean (2006 to 2015). Each model is represented as a black line, the red line in
each subplot marks the median of all trends. Units of the trends are per year. Note that
different plots have different ranges for the y-axis.
Median trends for surface temperature increase in all regions as well as in the global mean
(0.033 K/year), as expected from global maps (Figure 8). They are maximal in China (0.049
K/year) and minimal in Germany (0.036 K/year). All chosen regions therefore show larger
trends than observed in the global mean, which is expected due to slower warming over
oceans than over land.
Clear sky radiation shows negative trends in global mean (-0.032 W/m2/year) and
throughout all regions except for Germany (0.035 W/m2/year). The most negative trends are
found in China (-0.056 W/m2/year) and India (-0.082 W/m2/year). Note that the region
"China" as defined in chapter 3.2.1 does not correspond to the South-East of China, where
strong positive trends are projected (see Figure 8). Since no data about either aerosol optical
depth or radiatively active gases was available within the frame of this thesis, statements
concerning the cause of these trends are not possible. However, ECHAM5-HAM data
suggested that aerosols are the dominant factor (see chapter 4.1).
The median of trends of all sky radiation shows positive values in most focal regions except
for China (-0.082 W/m2/year) and India (-0.089 W/m2/year), though a negative trend is
found for the global mean (-0.015 W/m2/year). Spain, which denoted a slightly negative
trend for clear sky radiation (-0.002 W/m2/year), shows the most positive trend for all sky
radiation (0.115 W/m2/year). A similar behaviour is noticed in Algeria, Australia, California
and South-Africa. For all these regions, cloud cover shows decreasing trends, being most
negative in Spain (-0.062 %/year). Therefore, though clear sky radiation is declining, all sky
radiation may increase over time due to less cloud cover. The pattern of decreasing cloud
cover throughout the regions is also depicted in the global mean (-0.006 %/year), though we
know from Figure 8 that regions with statistically significant positive cloud cover trends exist.
Overall, surface temperatures as well as all sky radiation are projected to increase until 2049
in most focal regions by CMIP5 models. Exceptions are China and India, where all sky
radiation declines. Consequently, we expect CSP output to increase in Algeria, Australia,
California, Germany, South-Africa and Spain, and PV output to decrease in China and India.
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Figure 10: Time series of rsds [W/m ], rsdscs [W/m ], tas [K] and clt [%] for eight chosen regions and the global mean.
Plotted are deviations from the first decadal mean (2006 to 2015). Each model is represented as a black line, the red line
in each subplot signifies the median of all trends. Numbers are slopes of the trends, units are per year. Note that
different plots have different ranges for the y-axis.
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To quantify the spread of model projections, trends of all models are presented as box plots
in Figure 11. The lower and upper end of the box represent the 25% and the 75% quartile
respectively. The range between both quartiles is defined as "interquartile range". The red
line depicts the median, which divides the diagram into two halves, each including 50% of
the data. The median is therefore less prone to outliers, which are presented as red crosses
in the graph. The length of the whiskers is defined as maximal 1.5 times the interquartile
range, which corresponds to around +-2.7 times the standard deviation if the data are
normally distributed. However, whiskers only extend to the most extreme data point that
lies within that range. Outliers are defined as data points larger than 1.5 times the
interquartile range.
Surface temperature shows variations in the order of 0.05 K/year. of Australia. Median
values lie around 0.04 K/year, as seen in Figure 3. Only one negative trend in form of an
outlier is found. These observations confirm the robustness of temperature trends.
For clear sky radiation, spreads are generally smaller than for all sky radiation. Largest
spreads are found here for India (slightly more than 0.2 W/m2/year) and Germany (around
0.15 W/m2/year). Taking outliers into account, projections for Australia also differ by around
0.2 W/m2/year. For the remaining regions, boxes and whiskers tend to be small (maximal 0.1
W/m2/year), implying consistent model projections.
As observed in Figure 10, trends of all sky radiation tend to be positive in most regions
except for China and India. However, Figure 11 highlights that for almost every region, there
also exist models which project negative trends, which complicates predicting energy
production of solar power plants. Not considering outliers, the spread of model projections
is largest for Australia, Germany and Spain (all around 0.4 W/m2/year) and smallest for
Algeria (less than 0.2 W/m2/year).
This large spread is likely caused by cloud cover projections. For most regions, cloud cover
trends with either sign are observed, resulting in median values close to zero, yet mostly
negative. The spread of model projections lies between 0.1 and 0.2 %/year, when including
outliers around 0.3 %/year for Australia.
To sum up, most uncertainty arises from varying model projections for cloud cover, and
therefore all sky radiation. In contrast, surface temperature is rising worldwide, mostly
independent of region and model. Both variables, all sky radiation and surface temperature,
are crucial for understanding energy power production, which will be discussed in the
following chapter.
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Figure 11: Box plots of the trends of all models between 2006 and 2049 for rsds [W/m /year], rsdscs [W/m /year], tas
[K/year] and clt [%/year]. Blue lines represent the 25% and the 75% quartiles respectively, red lines the medians.
Whiskers are presented in black, outliers as red crosses.
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4.2.4 Global perspective of energy power output
In this chapter, power output changes will be presented for PV and CSP. For each model, the
fractional change of the power output between 2006 and 2049 relative to the first decadal
mean (2006 to 2015) was calculated, according to formulas introduced in chapter 3.2.3.
Median trends of all models are presented in Figure 12 for PV and Figure 13 for CSP. White
areas imply non-significant trends, based on a t-test with a significance level of 0.05. Units
are in percent per year.
The pattern of PV output changes in Figure 12 strongly resembles the trends of all sky
radiation (see Figure 8). This was to be expected since surface temperature, which is the
second meteorological variable contributing to power output changes, increases uniformly
in large regions of the world with the exception of polar regions in the northern hemisphere,
which show exceptionally strong warming (Figure 8). As formulas in chapter 3.2.3 show, the
PV output decreases with increasing temperatures. Accordingly, polar regions in the
northern hemisphere show a distinct decline in PV output. Negative trends of all sky
radiation add to this response.
Compared to the mean fractional change between 2006 and 2015, PV output increases by
0.05 to 0.1 %/year in the South-East of China, large parts of Europe, the South-East of NorthAmerica and small parts of South-America and Australia. In these regions, rising
temperatures cannot compensate for increasing all sky radiation. In some regions however
(e.g. the Amazon and South-Africa), temperature changes counteract increased all sky
radiation strong enough to result in inconsistent model projections. This causes PV output
change to be statistically insignificant despite significant trends in all sky radiation and
temperature (compare with Figures 8 and 9). Decreasing trends of magnitude -0.05 %/year
are found inter alia in California, India and the North-West of China.
Summing up, we observe that surface temperatures minimise the PV power output, but that
it is all sky radiation that determines the regional pattern.
Compared to PV output changes (Figure 12), CSP output changes (Figure 13) show higher
maximum values by a factor of 4. Overall, CSP output seems to increase faster than PV
output, which is to be expected due to lower PV- and higher CSP-efficiency for increasing
temperatures. In general, regions that show increasing PV output show even more positive
trends for CSP output (up to 0.3 %/year in the South-East of China and large parts of Europe,
up to 0.2%/year in the South-East of North-America and around 0.1 %/year in most parts of
Australia). South-Africa and large parts of South-America, which showed non-significant
trends for PV, also profit from increasing trends of CSP output. For only few regions around
the equator, negative trends are projected, one of them being the North of India (around
0.05 %/year). In these regions, rising temperatures cannot compensate for decreasing trends
in all sky radiation, which is strongly related to direct radiation.
In conclusion, CSP seems to be much more sensitive to climate changes than PV due to its
positive correlation to temperature. From a global perspective, CSP power plants are likely
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to profit more from climate change than PV power plants. Exceptions are few regions such
as the North of India, where decreasing outputs are projected both for PV and CSP. The
following chapter will focus on eight regions in more detail.

Figure 12: Global map showing median trends of the fractional change of PV power output between 2006 and 2049.
White areas imply non-significant trends, based on a t-test with a significance level of 0.05. Units are in percent per year.

Figure 13: Global map showing median trends of the fractional change of CSP power output between 2006 and 2049.
White areas imply NaN-values (see chapter 3.2.3) and non-significant trends, based on a t-test with a significance level of
0.05. Units are in percent per year.
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4.2.5 Regional perspective of energy power output
Similar to Figures 12 and 13, Figures 14 and 15 show trends of the fractional change of the
power output between 2006 and 2049 relative to the first decadal mean (2006 to 2015).
Values of all models are depicted as box plots. Identically to Figure 7, blue lines represent
the 25% and the 75% quartiles respectively, red lines the medians. Whiskers are presented
in black, outliers as red crosses.
Figure 14 shows trends for PV. Not considering outliers, the spread of all trends lies around
0.1 to 0.15 %/year for most regions. For Germany, an exceptionally large spread around 0.4
%/year is observed, which is likely the result of the wide spread seen in all sky radiation
(Figure 11). Median values are highest for Germany and Spain, where a relatively large trend
of radiation coincides with comparatively small surface temperatures trends. Smallest
median values are reached in China and India, which are the countries with the most
negative all sky radiation trends and most positive temperature trends.
Recapitulating, out of the chosen eight regions, only Germany and Spain are likely to profit
from climate change in terms of PV energy production, whereas China and India are likely to
face declining energy outputs. These are the only regions where substantially increasing all
sky radiation trends can compensate for rising surface temperatures (compare with Figure
10). In the case of Germany, strong all sky trends are reached as a result of positive clear sky
trends. Since clear sky radiation decreases in all other focal regions, extensively decreasing
cloud cover as observed in Spain is required for positive PV output changes.
Figure 15 shows trends for CSP. In contrast to PV, CSP trends are positive in all regions but
India, which confirms observations made in Figure 13. It is the significant temperature rise
which allows CSP technology to perform better almost worldwide. Regions which are likely
to profit most are Germany (around 0.2 %/year) and Spain (around 0.15 %/year), which are
the same regions profiting most from PV output changes. While more than 75% of all models
predict negative trends for India, Chinas CSP power plants might profit from a rise of 0.1
%/year.
In summary, models show increasing potential for PV as well as CSP technology in Spain and
Germany. Contrarily, energy production for both technologies is likely to decrease in the
North of India. In the North-West of China, PV output will decrease while CSP output will
increase, according to most models. All these results are prone to uncertainties, especially
since trends in some of the presented regions are not significant (compare with Figures 12
and 13).
It must be stated that all values presented in Figures 12-15 are fractional changes, not
absolute values. Small changes in the absolute values might result in huge fractional changes
if the absolute values are small and vice versa. However, since large power plants exist in all
of the presented regions, absolute values can be assumed to be of the same order of
magnitude across regions.
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Figure 14: Box plots showing trends of the fractional change of PV power output between 2006 and 2049 relative to the
first decadal mean (2006 to 2015) of all models. Units are in % per year. Blue lines represent the 25% and the 75%
quartiles respectively, red lines the medians. Whiskers are presented in black, outliers as red crosses.

Figure 15: Box plots showing trends of the fractional change of CSP power output between 2006 and 2049 relative to the
first decadal mean (2006 to 2015) of all models. Units are in % per year. Blue lines represent the 25% and the 75%
quartiles respectively, red lines the medians. Whiskers are presented in black, outliers as red crosses.
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5. Discussion
5.1 Influence of spatial and temporal resolution
Data of three ECHAM5-HAM model runs with different spectral resolutions was examined in
chapter 4.1.2. It was found that absolute values may vary up to around 20% for all sky
radiation, 5% for clear sky radiation, 40% for cloud cover and 40% for aerosol optical depth
between all resolutions. Similar discrepancies were found for annual mean trends between
2000 and 2049. Variations for different resolutions may be caused by two factors. Firstly,
results differ because the physics incorporated in the model is not resolved equally well.
Secondly, values presented in chapter 4.1.2 are regional means. As a consequence, it is of
importance how many and which grid points fall into the selected regions.
In this thesis, only annual mean values were used for calculation of PV and CSP power
outputs. Thus, non-linear effects due to daily or seasonal cycles of temperature and
insolation were not taken into account. In order to remove these effects and obtain more
accurate values, hourly data would be necessary. Crook et al., from where calculations were
adopted for this thesis, calculated the error caused by daily means of insolation and
temperature (Crook, 2011). It amounted to 1% to 2% depending on latitude, under clear sky
conditions. They concluded that these errors are highly systematic and that the effect on the
year-to-year percentage change in energy output is negligible.

5.2 Choice of Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs)
In order to obtain a large signal-to-noise-ratio, the highest of all RCPs was chosen (RCP8.5).
As described in chapter 3.1.2, it is characterised by high greenhouse gas emissions and air
pollution. Assuming lower RCPs, consequences for solar power production would be difficult
to estimate, since the causes of cloud cover trends and therefore development of all sky
radiation remains a complex and poorly understood topic. From temperature alone, we
would PV output expect to show larger trends for lower RCPs, since output and temperature
show a negative gradient linear relationship and temperatures would be expected to rise not
as high as for RCP8.5. On the other hand, we would CSP output expect to show smaller
trends for lower RCPs, because it depends linearly with a positive gradient on temperature.
However, to estimate the contribution of all sky radiation to PV and CSP outputs is more
challenging. The first indirect aerosol effect suggests that decreased aerosol concentrations
lead to a decrease in the number of cloud droplets and therefore less cloud cover (Twomey,
1977). This effect is strengthened by the second indirect aerosol effect, which suggests that
a decreased number of aerosol particles results in less but larger cloud droplets, thereby
facilitating rainfall and leading to shorter life times of clouds (Lohmann 2005, Forster, 2007).
However, a relation between aerosol optical depth and cloud cover is not observed for
ECHAM5-HAM data (see Figure 5 in chapter 4.1.1), although the indirect aerosol effects are
larger than estimates of the direct effect (Lohmann, 2007).
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A third effect, the semi-direct aerosol effect, acts complimentary to both indirect effects.
Due to absorption of solar radiation, aerosol particles such as soot may heat the surrounding
air and thus inhibit condensation of water vapour and formation of clouds (Ackerman, 2000).
Heating a layer of the atmosphere also leads to a more stable atmosphere and less
convection, which reduces cloud formation even more (Koren, 2004).
Further studies are required to obtain conclusions for lower RCPs (see chapter 6), results
presented in this thesis are only valid for RCP8.5.

5.3 Comparison with literature
Results of power output changes were compared with results obtained by Crook et al.
(Crook, 2011), which are shown in Figure 16. They examined the fractional change in PV and
CSP output from 1980 to 2080 according to HadGEM1 model simulation, which was part of
CMIP3. Overall, similar values and regional pattern were found. For PV, results differ in the
Himalayas, where Crook et al. observed more negative changes, and for the South-East of
China, where they found the region of positive changes to be considerably smaller. For CSP,
they found decreasing trends in South-Africa and along the northern coast of South-America,
which contradicts our findings of positive trends in these regions. These differences are
results of varying projections of all sky and direct radiation respectively, temperature
projections are consistent.
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Figure 16: Results by Crook et al. (Crook, 2011). (a) Global map identifying focal regions. Global maps showing the change
to 2080 in (b) daytime temperature, (c) daytime total insolation, (d) daytime direct insolation, (e) percentage change in
PV output, and (f) percentage change in CSP output. Data is from the HadGEM1 model simulation.
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5.4 Additional remarks





CMIP models are not independent from each other. Multiple models, may have
similar algorithms, especially if they originate from the same institution. Therefore, it
is valid to question normal distributions of model outputs, which were assumed for ttests.
Formulas differing from calculations presented in chapter 3.2.3 were not considered
in this thesis. The same applies for material constants and varying technologies.
CMIP3-data presented by Wild and Schmucki showed that surface solar radiation was
not adequately reproduced by about half of all investigated models (Wild, 2010).
New unpublished results show negligible improvement for CMIP5 models (Allen, in
prep.). Data suggests that CMIP5 models underestimate changes in clear sky
radiation. For the most extreme case (China), data from observations showed
decreases of around -8.2 W/m2/decade, whereas the multi-model-mean yielded
values of only around -1.2 W/m2/decade. Stronger negative trends of clear sky
radiation would result in lower all sky radiation changes, and therefore power output
changes would be smaller or more negative than model projections suggest.
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6. Summary and Outlook
The objective of this thesis was to calculate energy output changes of PV and CSP between
2000 and 2049 as projected by global climate models. For this purpose, decadal changes of
meteorological variables that are relevant for energy output of solar power plants, namely
surface temperatures and GR, were studied. Results were examined from a global and a
regional perspective.
For surface temperatures, globally statistically significant trends are observed. Causes for
temperature changes were not discussed but are attributed to increasing green house gas
concentrations and positive feedbacks in the climate system.
Trends of all sky radiation are found to be caused by changes in cloud cover and clear sky
radiation. Clear sky radiation is projected to decrease in most regions of the world, except
for parts of China and Europe. Trends are statistically significant almost globally. ECHAM5HAM data suggests that these trends were caused by changes in the aerosol optical depth.
Cloud cover projections are least consistent among models, which is reflected in all sky
radiation trends accordingly. Regional patterns of all sky radiation trends are found to be a
synthesis of cloud cover and clear sky radiation trends.
Fractional changes of energy power outputs were calculated for PV and CSP. PV output is
observed to decrease in large parts of the world as a result of global warming and decreasing
all sky radiation. Positive trends are only reached in regions where cloud cover decreases
substantially or clear sky radiation increases, most notably in large parts of Europe and the
South-East of China. In contrast to PV, CSP output increases with increasing temperatures,
which adds to increasing all sky radiation in some regions. This results in positive trends of
CSP output changes worldwide, with few exceptions such as polar regions and the North of
India, where negative trends in all sky radiation exceed the temperature effect.
In summary, decadal changes in solar power output should be considered when selecting
technology and location of new power plants. For future studies, it would be interesting to
calculate absolute values of PV and CSP output and translate future changes to potential
monetary gains or losses. Additionally, the relative contribution of radiation and
temperature respectively are a topic for further research, as well as results for lower RCPs as
discussed in chapter 5.2. The impact of further factors, such as cooling due to wind-induced
convection or dust settling on reflectors and PV panels in arid regions, also deserves further
investigation.
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